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Agile Reporting and BI for Continuing Education

Entrinsik Enrole with Informer - Unlock the Value of Your Institutional Data
Imagine the benefits of real-time data access providing all your employees with a rich view of operational data
and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to support up-to the-moment decision making. Entrinsik Informer
does just that. Informer ad-hoc reporting, data analysis and interactive dashboard software is used by over 300
universities and colleges.
Unlike traditional Business Intelligence (BI) approaches that require months and years to get going, Entrinsik’s
Enrole with Informer’s reporting and operational business intelligence software can be deployed within days.
Informer reporting enables users to instantly create and share personalized reports and dashboards while
providing administrators with a ﬂexible, extensible, lightweight operational BI platform.
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Easy navigation and dynamic data for reporting and visualizations
65+ reports created by or for other clients will be available for you to edit, use or delete
Intuitive web-based user interface with drag and drop, and in-place editing
Ad-hoc data analysis including pivot tables, drill downs, interactive sorting and grouping, dynamic
visualizations and aggregate data analysis
Multiple export options including Excel, PDF, HTML, and SFTP export
Option to use LIVE Excel as your interface to the data using Informer as your conduit to the Enrole database
Schedule reports and processes to run automatically with various alert and publishing options
Flexible and comprehensive user and group security – control functional access down to the column and user level
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Real-time Access to Data
Informer enables real-time direct access to data, providing users at your institution a single convenient location
where all of your critical information is stored. Now every employee in your division or department can view
up-to-date information specific to their own unique needs, all contained within one easy-to-use system.
Informer’s agile architecture performs queries against “live” data from the Enrole system rather than requiring
you to extract, transform, and load it to a data warehouse. As a result, you’ll realize reduced data latency,
minimized cost and time to deploy, all while supporting real-time, fact-based decisions.

Ad-Hoc Data Reporting and Analysis
Informer’s ability to intuitively create or customize reports and dashboards meets dynamic organizational
information needs:
• Administrators or IT power users can easily create departmental reports with run-time parameters to
provide real-time information to empower operational decision making and efficiency.
• End users can utilize these reports and modify run-time parameters to produce data they can view, use
dynamically, group, sort, aggregate, pivot, chart, download, and/or visualize to gain greater insight into operations.

Interactive Visualizations and Dashboards
Informer Dashboards allow users to customize and integrate data from multiple sources into personalized
views. With an easy and interactive interface, non-technical users can visually explore data by creating
customized dashboards simply by dragging and dropping.
Real-time data rendering refreshes dashboard widgets automatically and run-time variables allow users to
specify filter parameters and KPIs on the fly. Dashboards enable you to view multiple reports and visualizations
on one screen and drill down into underlying data source details instantly.
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To get started with Enrole and utilize the benefits of Informer, contact simone@entrinsik.com or call 888-703-0016.
For more details visit www.entrinsik.com/enrole
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